Board Game
Challenge your friends to find out ‘Who is the Mightiest?’ in each TIME
HUNTERS era! Play with individual game boards or combine together and
battle through history to make the ultimate TIME HUNTERS combat game!
You will need:
2+ players
Dice
TIME HUNTERS game board (each board is one era)
TIME HUNTERS counters
TIME HUNTERS game cards

How to play:
T ake your cards and shuffle them. Each player chooses a TIME HUNTERS game card from the
top of the deck; make sure to keep it hidden from your opponent(s). This will be your game
card for that era.
Roll the dice to decide which player goes first. Make your way through each era with play
continuing clockwise.
COMBAT: Fight the character and score that appears on the square, (eg. COMMODUS:
BRAIN POWER 250) with your chosen game card. If you win, move forward the number
of spaces displayed in green. If you lose, move back the number of spaces displayed in
red. If you tie, stay where you are.
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HEAD-TO-HEAD: Choose an opponent to do battle with and defeat their gaming card with the
category of your choice. If you win, move forward (green number). If you lose, move back
(red number). If you tie, stay where you are.
CHARACTER BATTLE: Come up against the mightiest warriors of the era. Roll the dice to
determine which three categories you come up against (you can face the same category
more than once). Defeat the character 2 out of 3 times to move forward (green number).
If you lose, move back (red number). If you have the same card character, or tie the
score, stay where you are.
DICE: Roll again to move forward (green arrow) or back (red arrow) the number shown
on the dice.
WORMHOLE: Land on a wormhole space and be sucked through time to another point on
the gaming board! Beware, time can move forwards (green arrow) and backwards (red
arrow)!
Play to the end of the era. If you choose to play more than one era, return the card to your
deck and choose a new card at random to continue play.

The first player to reach the end of the end of the board wins that era. Continue through all the
eras to become the mightiest hero of all time!

